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Supply List 

Pastels:
Bring whatever you have. 
If you are starting with none, I recommend the Dakota Pastel Samplers, or the “Tastiest Pastel Samplers” 
from fineartstore.com. These are several sticks from different professional brands. They come in 
different color groupings. This is the best way to try different brands to see which you like best, as they 
all have their own ‘feel’. 
Some other good options are half-stick sets. Many brands have these now for the budget-conscious.
Dakotapastels.com has great selection. Dickblick.com, cheapjoes.com and jerrysartarama.com usually 
have the best prices.
I’m especially fond of Girault, Unison and Terry Ludwig. If your budget permits, you may also want a set 
of something softer or harder. Dakota Pastel has this page which shows the relative hard-to-soft scale of 
most brands: http://www.dakotapastels.com/docs/Pastel-Lineup.pdf

Surfaces: 
I will be demonstrating on my favorite surface which is pastel primers brushed onto Gatorboard to create
an underpainting. I will have the primer and some small extra pieces of Gatorboard, reasonably priced. If
you’d like to try this surface larger, you can get Gatorboard from cheapjoes.com. You can get various 
colors of pastel primer from dickblick.com. I will be using the Golden brand Fine Pumice Gel with nickel 
azo gold acrylic color added, followed with Art Spectrum pastel primer in Terra Cotta. 

There are a wide variety of pastel surfaces out there. If you want to work on basic Canson Mi Tientes, or 
any other pastel paper, I can help you. TIPS: Sanded papers and surfaces can usually take more layers of 
pastel than non-sanded papers. I like a warm med/dark tone. Dakotapastels.com has paper sampler 
packs which is a great way to try out various surfaces.

Old bristle brushes or foam brushes, and one or two small baby-food or jam jars (or similar) if you want 
to try the primers.

Photos of your preferred subject matter. I will bring plenty of extra photos as well. With luck you will 
complete one or two small paintings during the workshop! 

“Cropping” tool: (view finder) 2 “L” shaped pieces of matt board or card stock no smaller than your 
photos. For use in cropping for a better composition.

Portable easel
Drop cloth for under workspace
Backing board for clipping/taping paper or surface to
Piece of tin foil or stiff paper for ‘dust-catcher’ under board (same width as board)
Old rag, paper towels, clips, masking tape
Wet wipes for cleaning hands, a ‘barrier’ type lotion if you are prone to very dry hands.
Optional: Pencil and ruler for gridding your photo if you need assistance with your drawing.
Glassine for covering pastel paintings.
Apron/smock to protect clothes (or just wear old painting clothes)
A spirit of adventure!
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